THE PROBLEM OF THE JUSTIFICATION OF A THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE

Part I: Some Historical Metamorphoses
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SUMMARY. The article concerns the meta-epistemological problem of the justification of a theory of knowledge and provides a reconstruction of the history of its formulations. In the first section, I analyse the connections between Sextus Empiricus' diallelus, Montaigne's rouet and Chisholm's "problem of criterion"; in the second section I focus on the link between the diallelus and the Cartesian circle; in the third section I reconstruct the origin of "Fries' trilemma"; finally, in the last section I draw some general conclusions about the issue qua a general problem for a theory of knowledge.
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"Sed Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?"

Juvenal, The Satires, VI

1. INTRODUCTION

1. Epistemology investigates the nature of knowledge with the aim, amongst other things, of giving an answer to the most radical doubts cast on its validity. However, since any theory of knowledge develops as part of, not apart from the body of human knowledge itself, any final account of the nature of knowledge is threatened by the problem of its own justification. The necessity of providing its own metatheoretical validation puts a theory of knowledge in an apparently inevitable quandary, since we seem to be forced to admit at least one of the following alternatives: either the fundamental premisses of the theory cannot be further justified, and so they must be merely assumed or hypothesized without any supplementary warrant; or they can be justified because they presuppose an antecedent premiss, but in the latter case also, either we are back to the mere assumption of such an anterior premiss, or its justification is provided by the theory itself in a circular way; or finally it gives rise to an endless chain of reasons in which the justification of each premiss presupposes the justification of the previous premiss and this of still another and so on ad infinitum. The sceptic is ready to take advantage of the difficulty resulting from the requirement that a theory of knowledge should justify its own validity: he will consider the previous alternatives as so many fallacies which undermine the validity of any epistemological project. Despite the fact that
he may accept that there are certain mental, psychological and perceptual phenomena which we discuss in order to establish their epistemic status, and that some of these phenomena (or their effects) could amount or give rise to real instances of knowledge, the sceptic maintains that in any case there is no way we can produce a theory which could enable us to assess their epistemic validity without already presupposing an unjustified answer to the original question about the nature of knowledge. We could have knowledge, but we are unable to say whether we have knowledge or not without already begging the question about what knowledge is.

2. The question that has just been sketched is such a manifest and momentous problem that, though in different forms and in different contexts, its formulation, the discussion of its nature, and the attempts made to solve it constitute a continuous thread in the history of epistemology. My purpose in this article is to contribute to the histoire globale of the problem by presenting a critical reconstruction of the theoretical map of its formulations. More specifically, I mean to show that Sextus Empiricus' dialelus, Montaigne's rouet, Chisholm's Problem of the Criterion, the Cartesian Circle, Hegel's "Scholasticus' absurd resolution", Fries' Trilemma and Albert's Münchhausen's trilemma can all be interpreted as interrelated metamorphoses of what I shall henceforth refer to as the meta-epistemological problem.

3. In order to delimit the historical reconstruction, I shall proceed by individuating three "maps" - the sceptical, the Cartesian and the Kantian - and by tracing within each map the principal path followed by the formulation of the problem (variationes). We shall see, in the course of this article, how much "philologically" the identity of the problem throughout the "possible worlds" of the various theories of knowledge has to be intended.

4. One final specification is essential before embarking on the historical investigation. The general and intuitive formulation of the meta-epistemological problem given in [1] provides us with a flexible, heuristic basis on which we may identify several issues in the history of epistemology as contextualized articulations of the same fundamental problem. Because of its generality, however, [1] cannot grant at the same time a full appreciation of the specific features of the problem at stake. I have provided a more detailed analysis of the logical structure of the problem elsewhere, but it may be worth summarizing here the result of that analysis. The fundamental difficulty, which seems to undermine any attempt to provide a justification of the premisses of a theory of knowledge, can be reduced to that of a petitio principii of a metatheoretical nature: The meta-epistemological problem does not jeopardise directly the validity of human knowledge - either in the sense of specific sciences or in the sense of the ordinary linguistico-doxastic activities and achievements of an individual
but that of a theory of knowledge; and as a *petitio principii* the meta-
epistemological problem does not render the justification of a theory of
knowledge logically self-contradictory, but it does deprive the theory of
its convincing power with respect to the sceptical attack. These features
of the problem will become clearer in the course of the historical recon-
struction.

2. THE SCEPTICAL REGION

A. Sextus Empiricus' Dialectic

5. In an often-quoted passage of the *Outlines of Pyrrhonism* Sextus Empiricus
provides the first, highly influential formulation of the meta-epistemological
problem in its history:

[...] in order to decide the dispute which has arisen about the criterion, we must possess
an accepted criterion by which we shall be able to judge the dispute; and in order to possess
an accepted criterion, the dispute about the criterion must first be decided. And when the
argument thus reduces itself to a form of circular reasoning the discovery of the criterion
becomes impracticable, since we do not allow them [the dogmatics] to adopt a criterion
by assumption, while if they offer to judge the criterion by a criterion we force them to
a regress *ad infinitum*. And furthermore, since demonstration requires a demonstrated criterion,
while the criterion requires an approved demonstration, they are forced in circular reasoning
[eis ton diallelon ekballontai tropon].

6. The argument occurs after a long discussion of Aenesidemus' ten tropes
– which together with Agrippa's first and third trope raise doubts, in terms
of its fallibility and relativity, on the capacity of human knowledge to catch
the intrinsic nature of reality in itself (*upokeimena*) – and before a more
detailed discussion of the nature of the criterion. It is a combination of
Agrippa's second, fourth and fifth tropes, i.e. *regressus, hypothesis* and
dialectic, but for the sake of simplicity I shall refer to it more briefly as
the *diallelus*. The synecdoche is justified by the fact that Sextus employs
Agrippa's second and fourth tropes as secondary attacks on alternative
attempts to solve the more fundamental problem of circularity.

7. Sextus was well aware of the importance of the argument: The difficulty
it introduces is said to be "sufficient to expose the rashness of the Dogmatists
with respect of the doctrine of the Criterion." Sextus' reference to "the
document of the Criterion" is significant. The discussion over the nature
of the criterion was a central theme in Hellenistic theories of knowledge, and
as a historiographic label "the problem of the criterion" refers both to "Stoic and Epicurean accounts of the natural means at our disposal
for making utterly secure discriminations between truth and falsehood", that is between mere beliefs and proper instances of knowledge, and to
the relative sceptical doubts cast on such an epistemological enterprise.
A brief incursion into the debate concerning the nature of the criterion
is unavoidable if we want to understand the nature of the *diallelus*.

8. Since Hellenistic philosophers and doxographers ended by organizing the whole field of epistemological discussions under the heading of "the problem of the criterion," by the time Sextus Empiricus was writing the term "kriterion" had acquired several meanings, and it is understandable that the proper analysis of the family of issues which goes under that general label may still represent an open field for philosophical and scholarly research. In this context, however, two general observations will be sufficient in order to locate the importance of the *diallelus*.

9. First, according to the literature that has reached us, we know that at least since the time of Epicurus and the Stoics, philosophers started being increasingly more concerned with the task of justifying the possibility, and hence the validity, of our knowledge of the world, rather than with the investigation of its nature. Of course this might have been very much a matter of gradual change in interests rather than an "epistemological revolution" and, as Anthony Long has suggested, the change should also be interpreted as both a cause and a consequence of the historical development of ancient scepticism. Secondly, the validity of human knowledge was investigated by focusing on the reliability of the criterion as a means both whereby and according to which such knowledge of the intrinsic nature of the world could be gained. This means that for Epicurus and the Stoics, there was, to the unique question "Is knowledge possible?", a unique set of answers in terms of individuation of a criterion whereby knowledge was both attainable and justifiable. For instance, sense-impressions, preconceptions and feelings might count as three criteria of knowledge both in the sense that they are sources of knowledge (i.e. criteria whereby we obtain knowledge) and in the sense that they are principles which can justify knowledge and thus, we may think, an epistemology (i.e. criteria according to which we justify certain premisses on which a theory of knowledge bases the possibility of discriminating among beliefs).

10. The observations made in [9] should remind us of a point which will reveal itself as being of some importance in the following paragraphs: historically, the "problem of the criterion" concerns a combination of interwoven questions on the nature of knowledge and on the possibility of establishing its nature without begging the question, thus it cannot simply be equated to but rather includes the *diallelus*. On the other hand, the same observations suggest that the twofold nature of the criterion – as an "instrument" through which we obtain our knowledge and as a "method" according to which we may test our knowledge and hence our epistemology – may be responsible for the fact that Sextus' attack on the possibility of its formulation is double-layered. By contrasting the possibility of providing a proper criterion of truth or of knowledge, Sextus' argument
combines together theoretical and metatheoretical aspects of the issue. The *diallelus* was meant as, or at least turned out to be, an argument both against the possibility of knowledge and against the possibility of a theory of knowledge or, in other words, against knowledge in all its expressions, including that of a theory of knowledge.

11. Having specified all this, however, the wider context of the problem of the criterion should not keep us from seeing that the *diallelus* challenges primarily the possibility of producing a theory of knowledge without begging the initial question, and only derivatively is it addressed against the validity of knowledge *simpliciter*. That Sextus may be formulating a metatheoretical objection and not simply an epistemological one is not surprising if we accept, following Gisella Striker, that the discussion of the nature of the criterion had already acquired a more methodological and therefore metatheoretical nature in the passage from Epicurus to the Stoics. The anti-epistemological nature of the *diallelus*, hence its metatheoretical level, may have been left implicit by Sextus, but it is undoubtable that the paragraph quoted in [5] briefly summarizes the problem and all the alternatives that the acceptance of the question of the justification of an epistemology may give rise to. As we shall see, it is in its anti-epistemological function that it will be interpreted throughout the history of epistemology. But before turning to the history of the *diallelus* it may be worth addressing another, connected question: Is the *diallelus* the right place from which to start the delineation of a map of the metamorphoses of the meta-epistemological problem?

12. There are at least three main factors which justify such a choice. To start with, it is generally recognized that neither Plato (not even in the *Theaetetus*) nor Aristotle were very concerned with sceptical problems. Even when Plato and Aristotle can be seen to be interested in proto-sceptical questions, the latter are generally to be characterized as objections on the nature of knowledge rather than objections on the nature of epistemology. Although Anthony Long has convincingly shown that Aristotle's epistemological work is also related, more or less explicitly, to sceptical issues, he has also presented his reconstruction of Aristotle's concern with a meta-epistemological issue retrospectively, that is from the point of view of the more articulated formulation of the sceptical problems which can be found in Sextus Empiricus. The question deserves our attention because it will become plain below that those philosophers who are interested in the foundationalist problem but who disregard the sceptical, metatheoretical challenge, generally refer to Aristotle's discussion of the impossibility of justifying the logical premisses of a theory as the original, historical source of the formulation of the problem. Karl Otto Apel, for example, has understood the foundationalist problem in the following Aristotelian and logically deductive terms:
since Descartes, the Aristotelian comprehension of the axioms as immediately apparent fundamental principles which are neither provable nor in need of proof has been radicalized in the sense of a demanded recourse to evidence as the philosophical fundamental-grounding. 16

The Aristotelian reference generally implies an emphasis on the logical nature of the process of justification – above all in terms of the dichotomy “deduction vs. induction” – and an interpretation of the essentially problematic nature of the foundationalist issue in terms of the regressus ad infinitum instead of the petitio principii. It inclines philosophers to “[...] classify all the various philosophers’ analyses or accounts of knowledge as different reactions to the threatened regress”17 rather than to the diallelus. We shall also see that, while promoting a more methodological approach to the problem, the Aristotelian perspective can more easily pave the way for a hierarchic misplacement of the problem, as if it concerned the justification of specific instances of knowledge and not the grounding of the premisses of a theory of knowledge.

Secondly, it is understandable that in order to have a meta-epistemological problem we need to have theories of knowledge at a logically lower level. It is only once Aristotelian dogmatism has been developed, for example, that the anti-epistemological, sceptical challenge can take place in all its force. 18

Finally, and in this way we turn back to the historical importance of the diallelus, even though it is likely that Sextus Empiricus was referring to previous discussions of metatheoretical objections, we have lost the largest part of Sextus’ possible sources and it is Sextus Empiricus who represents for the philosophical tradition the Summa of the sceptical arguments, including that of the meta-epistemological. A significant example of this traditional attitude is provided by the neoscholastic philosopher Desiré Mercier. At the beginning of this century he could still refer to the Sextian diallelus as the locus classicus where the meta-epistemological problem had been stated for the first time. 19 We shall now turn to Mercier in order to gain more information about the “sceptical map”.

B. Mercier’s Criteriologie

13. The role played by Mercier’s Criteriologie Generale in the history of the meta-epistemological problem is noteworthy both because of its function in the transmission of the issue (see [21]) and because it can be taken as an explicit juncture of at least two of the three principal paths followed by the development of the formulation of the problem: that which goes from Sextus Empiricus through Montaigne up to Roderick Chisholm and that which goes from Sextus Empiricus through Descartes and Gassendi to contemporary discussions of the Cartesian circle and Chisholm again. As for the third line of development – from Sextus Empiricus through Kant, Reinhold and Hegel, ending with Fries’ trilemma and its discussion by Karl Popper – we shall see in [31] that Mercier hints at it as well,
although more implicitly, in another passage of the *Criteriologie*. For the moment, let us follow the first route through the “sceptical” region of our map.

14. Like a Hellenistic philosopher, Mercier still equates epistemology and criteriology, the latter being “the reflex study of our certain knowledge and of the grounds upon which certitude rests.” Therefore, he has no problems in understanding the context within which the *diellelus* must be placed. According to Mercier, criteriology should demonstrate the fallacy of two forms of scepticism: one which casts doubts on each of the acts of the human reason, and the other which casts doubts on the very capability of arriving at a knowledge of the truth. Thus, there are two principal questions faced by criteriology: Do we know the truth? Do we have “un instrument judicatoire” (as he says, adopting Montaigne’s expression) to distinguish truth from falsehood, that is a criterion of truth? The latter is a “question préjudiciale” presupposed by any study of knowledge. Mercier understands the importance of the problem of the selection of a reliable criterion, defined “le cheval du bataille du scepticisme”, and its nature, which he individuates in the vicious circularity of the process of justification; and when he comes to its description, as I have already said, he refers to Sextus’ *diellelus*. What is new in his discussion of the issue is that he regards Montaigne’s *rouet* as another, clever formulation of the same problem of the “cercle vicieux” in which the meta-epistemological problem consists (“Montaigne a traduit sous cette forme piquante la même objection”, *Criteriologie*, p. 58).

C. Montaigne’s Rouet

15. Like Sextus Empiricus in the *Outlines*, Montaigne had introduced his own version of the meta-epistemological problem in “The Apology of Raymond Sebond” by means of a discussion of the reliability of the senses. He finally formulated the problem thus:

Pour juger des apparences que nous receuons des subjets, il nous saudroit vn instrument iudicatoire; pour verifier cet instrument, il nous y faut de la demonstration; pour verifier la demonstration, vn instrument: nous voila au rouet. Puis que les sens ne peuvent arrester nostre dispute, estans pleins eux-mesmes d’incertitude, il faut que ce soit la raison; aucune raison ne s’establiera sans vne autre raison: nous voyla a reculons iusques à l’infiny.

16. Montaigne might have gained his knowledge of the *diellelus* either from Sextus’ *Outlines* or from Diogens Laertius’ *Life of Pyrrho*. He did not read ancient Greek very well but both works had been translated into Latin in a single volume by Henricus Stephanus in 1562 and again in 1569. However, since the second edition also contained the translation of *Against the Dogmatists*, and in the *Essays* there are no explicit quotations from or references to this work, the Latin translation he had read was probably
the former. On the other hand, Montaigne could not have gained such a precise formulation of the *diallelus* from Cicero or Augustine, the other two sources for sceptical topics available at his time, since none of the five tropes of Agrippa (that of the *diallelus* or *alternation* included), let alone their combination, was exactly discussed either in the *Academica* or in *Contra Academicos*.

17. Montaigne’s formulation of the *rouet* is so close to that of the *diallelus* both in contents and in the structure of the presentation of the issue that we are certainly faced with the same anti-epistemological argument. Indeed, the similarity is so striking and the historical evidence so compelling that one is lead to subscribe to Mercier’s opinion that in fact it may be a simple rewording of Sextus Empiricus’ passage. The credibility of the hypothesis that Montaigne’s *rouet* is both theoretically and historically a paraphrase of Sextus’ *diallelus* is further reinforced once we notice that in the same way as the problem of the *diallelus* has to be contextualized within the problem of the criterion, that is “an instrument or means for judging”, we have seen that Montaigne too formulates the problem of the *rouet* by means of the analogical notion of an “instrument judicatorie”. The constant theme of the necessity of a “iudicandi organum” (as Henricus Stephanus interprets the Greek term in his Latin translation of Sextus’ *Outlines*) will never abandon the history of the problem of knowledge: it will emerge again in all its clarity in Hegel’s attack on Kant’s transcendental criticism (see [39]).

18. Despite the fact that Montaigne’s interests were more ethical and religious than epistemological – in the modern epoch the *diallelus* came to be employed also in favour of religious fideism against the “pretences” of human knowledge (see [24] and [25]) – his revival of the *diallelus* was destined to play an important role in contemporary epistemology. Thanks also to Mercier’s *Criteriologie*, Montaigne’s paraphrase of Sextus’ *diallelus* based on the *Outlines* contributed both to the revival of the problem and, probably, to the final equating of the problem of the criterion to the specific argument of the *diallelus*. Such a “process of unification” has led contemporary epistemologists to understand by “the problem of the criterion” the meta-epistemological problem *tout court*, using the expression in a much more restricted sense than that adopted by ancient philosophers and therefore by scholars of that period. Roderick Chisholm is an outstanding example of both such influences.

*D. Chisholm’s Problem of Criterion*

19. In his important article entitled “The Problem of Criterion”, Chisholm has presented the meta-epistemological problem by paraphrasing – as he himself specifies – Montaigne’s *rouet*. Chisholm has analysed the meta-
epistemological problem as a circle emerging from the answers to two fundamental questions: (a) What is the extent of our knowledge? (What do we know?) and (b) What are the criteria of knowledge? (How are we to decide whether we know?). Despite some “ambiguities of level” in the analysis of the problem owing to Chisholm’s “Cartesian perspective”, in a later answer to criticisms moved by Robert Amico on his acceptance both of the inevitableness of the *dialelalus* and of the necessity to disregard it, Chisholm has made thoroughly explicit the metatheoretical nature of the problem. The fork between (a) and (b) constitutes the sort of circularity in which a theory of knowledge seems to be caught when it is required to justify its own presuppositions. According to Chisholm, philosophers are forced to opt for one of the two answers as prior to the other, but do not and cannot escape the fundamental circularity to which he too reduces the meta-epistemological problem and which is implicit in an endless request for justification of premisses.

20. Chisholm’s originality lies not only in the fact that he is one of the few contemporary epistemologists together with Nicholas Rescher (who has explicitly connected *dialelalus* and the foundationalist problem of circularity) to have recognized “the problem of the criterion” as “one of the most important and one of the most difficult of all the problems of philosophy”, but also in the fact that he accepts “[w]hat few philosophers have had the courage to recognize [...]: [that] we can deal with the problem only by begging the question.” According to Chisholm the sceptical objection is so powerful that the only way to overcome it may be by an equally radical solution, that is the admission that in order to start developing any philosophy of knowledge we must presuppose either an answer to (a) or an answer to (b).

21. The insertion of Chisholm’s “problem of the criterion” within the development of the formulation of the meta-epistemological problem is scarcely questionable. Chisholm acknowledges the importance that the reading of Mercier’s *Criteriology* has had on his interest in the issue and it is likely that his reference to Montaigne has been suggested by the former. There is only one puzzling aspect in Chisholm’s analysis and this is, as I have alluded to above, the use he makes of the expression “problem of the criterion”. To start with, since Chisholm distinguishes between criteria and extension of knowledge, it is not very clear why the general problem should be labelled simply “the problem of the criterion” while the choice of certain criteria represents only one side of the circularity. The second, more serious difficulty is that scholars like Jacques Brunschwig, Karel Janacek, Anthony Long and Gisella Striker have brought to light the enormous complexity of issues connected with the problem of the criterion in Sextus Empiricus. As I have already remarked, by the label “problem of the criterion” we may refer to a whole set of problems concerning the
nature of knowledge, its justification and reliability and the roles of the knower and the known within the process of knowing, not only to the methodological problem as this is summarized in the *diellelus*. The fact that Chisholm had already discussed elsewhere *Against the Dogmatists* – which is the work where Sextus Empiricus gives the fuller and almost certain the later discussion of the problem of the criterion – suggests that he must have been aware that the expression “problem of criterion” covered a much wider area of issues in Sextus than it seems to in the passage from the *Outlines* quoted in [5] and paraphrased by Montaigne in [15]. This induces us to conclude that by adopting the expression “the problem of the criterion” in order to define the problem of the justification of a theory of knowledge, Chisholm might have intentionally accepted a distinction between methodological problems concerning the status of epistemology and its tasks on the one hand and theoretical problems concerning the nature of knowledge *tout court* on the other – a distinction whose sharpness, at least, was unknown to Sextus – and opted for a more restricted use of the label in order to refer only to the former problem. In so doing he might have been influenced by Coffey’s and Mercier’s Kantian approach to the issue, in terms of an analysis of the conditions which make a certain discipline possible, and perhaps implicitly by Mercier’s interpretation of Montaigne’s *rouet*. What is certain is that in Chisholm’s lucid analysis the meta-epistemological problem finally acquires a complete autonomy with respect to the epistemological problems concerning the nature of human knowledge.

3. THE CARTESIAN REGION

22. Classical scepticism had elaborated the arguments presented in the *Outlines* in order to object to Aristotelian and Stoic “foundationalist” approaches to the theory of knowledge. It is not surprising, therefore, that similar arguments, especially the *diellelus*, should be used by critics to oppose new forms of epistemological dogmatism when these appeared again in the history of philosophy. The first case to be discussed is that of Descartes.

**E. Descartes’ Circle**

23. On p. 82 of his *Criteriology*, in relation to the *diellelus* and the *rouet*, Mercier stresses the “cercle vicieux” in which Descartes seems to be caught in his *Meditations*. “The problem of the Cartesian circle” – as James Van Cleve has clearly summarized it – arose for Descartes because [in the *Meditations*] he appeared to commit himself to each of the following propositions: (1) I can know (be certain) that (p) whatever I perceive clearly and distinctly is true only if I first know (am certain) that (q) God exists and is not a deceiver. (2) I can know (be certain) that (q) God exists and is not a deceiver only if I first know (am certain) that (p) whatever I perceive clearly and distinctly is true. Obviously, if (1) and
(2) are both true, I can never be certain of either \( p \) or \( q \). To be certain of either I would already have to be certain of the other.

24. The accusation of circularity was brought against Descartes by some theologians through Mersenne's compilation of the second set of objections, by Arnauld (fourth set) and by Gassendi (fifth set), with various degrees of strength and lucidity, since the first edition of the *Meditations*, issued together with the *Objections* in 1641.\(^46\) If this charge was immediately put forward, the connection between the *petitio principii* in which Descartes' foundationalism seemed to be caught and the sceptical argumentation which hinges on the *diallelus* was likewise soon to be detected.\(^47\) It is true, for example, that Gassendi, who was an expert in sceptical literature and not adverse to a form of mitigated scepticism himself, had formulated his version of the argument in the *Obietiones* in very general terms. But when in 1644 he wrote the *Disquisitio Metaphysica*, a lengthy work opposing the Cartesian project of first philosophy, he did not have any doubt in classifying the Cartesian circle technically as a *diallelus*:\(^48\)

Then I ask whether or not you are arguing in a circle, as they say, falling into a *diallelus* (*in diallelum incidas*), and begging the question when you prove one proposition by another which cannot itself be proven except by assuming that the first one has been proven.

In the *Meditations* Descartes was in need of a first undoubtable extension of knowledge in order to be able to prove the existence of God, and of the existence of God as a metaphysical principle in order to prove that a first undoubtable extension of knowledge was possible.\(^49\)

25. Admittedly, Gassendi was led to recognize a similarity between the objection of circularity against Descartes and the charge of circularity moved by Sextus Empiricus against the dogmatist by his tendency to put together the Cartesian metaphysics with that Scholastic-Aristotelian, and to interpret Descartes as a new dogmatist against whom the sceptic should renew his attack.\(^50\) He interpreted Descartes 'justificationism' as an attempt to provide a new first philosophy that could be a point of departure for any future development of human knowledge. Hence, his more instrumental vision of human knowledge led him to attack the Cartesian certainties with the same weapons elaborated centuries before by Agrippa for very similar purposes. By adopting the *diallelus* in order to accuse of *petitio principii* Descartes' treatment of the relation between the "ego cogito" and the proof of the existence of a veridical God, not only was Gassendi influenced by Sextus Empiricus and Montaigne, he was also addressing the issue by means of two classic dichotomies – "dogmatism" vs."scepticism" (or "criticism") and "justificationism" vs."descriptivism" – which have been two constants throughout the historical development of the debate. All this, however, does not imply that Gassendi's identification of the Cartesian circle with the *diallelus* was merely owing to his philosophical perspective. The same
equivalence *diallelus*-Cartesian circle could also be endorsed by the "conservative" party, which opposed the Cartesian "foundationalism" by means of the same argument, and finally by the defenders of Cartesianism themselves. A clear example is the debate between Pierre-Daniel Huet and Johannes Schotanus. After a short period of "Cartesian faith", Huet had become more sceptical towards the validity of human knowledge and began to stress its limitation in favour of the possibility of religious faith, so that he came to endorse a position similar to Gassendi's: Descartes' metaphysics was caught in a "*diallelimson* [sic], or as they say in the School, a petitio principii."\(^{51}\) In his answer to Huet, Schotanus did not question the equivalence *diallelus*-Cartesian circle (he accepted that the circle would have been a "*diallelismon*" and an "*asylloghison"), but rather the fact that Descartes had been caught in a *diallelus* at all.\(^{52}\)

26. Contemporary epistemologists have been equally convinced that the Cartesian circle is another instance of the more general, meta-epistemological problem sketched by Sextus in the *diallelus*. Kenneth R. Westphal,\(^{53}\) for example, has implicitly endorsed Gassendi's suggestion by referring to the same paragraph from Sextus' *Outlines* quoted in [5] as to the original source of the Cartesian foundationalist problem. In an article on the problem of epistemic circularity, William Alston has quoted Van Cleve's article on the Cartesian circle as a more scholarly analysis of the same problem,\(^{54}\) while Van Cleve, in his turn, referred to Chisholm's article as a more analytical version of the Cartesian circle itself,\(^{55}\) and we have seen that Chisholm's *problem of the criterion* is a paraphrase of Montaigne's *rouet* and this, in its turn, a rewording of Sextus Empiricus' *diallelus*.

27. Ever since the publication of the *Meditations*, the Cartesian circle and its conceivable solutions have been the subject of a vast amount of analyses and controversies. A recent survey has listed up to fifty-eight works published between 1960 and 1984 dedicated to the problem of circularity in Descartes.\(^{56}\) Generally speaking, interpreters can be divided into two parties: one that, to quote A. K. Stout, is convinced that "[the] circle [was] so obvious that it could hardly have escaped the notice even of a mind far less subtle than his [Descartes']"\(^{57}\) and inclines either towards a possible solution of the circle within the Cartesian system or towards a reinterpretation of Descartes' aims (e.g. the circle is part of an elaborate deception aiming at the implicit justification of atheism and materialism); another which believes that, to adapt Montaigne, "there is no human mind, no matter how alert, that does not sleep sometimes"\(^{58}\) and which asserts that the circularity between the "*ego cogito*" and "the existence of God" shows all the limitation of the Cartesian foundationalism. The anti-Cartesian tradition is rich in examples of such an attitude. When, roughly after the 1670, the popularity of Cartesianism in England had begun to decline, British philosophers were ready to adopt the Cartesian circle as one of the flags of the anti-Cartesian
reaction. Ralph Cudworth, the Cambridge Platonist who contributed so much to this reversal of fortunes, employed the accusation of petitio principii in order to undermine the Cartesian project. He thought that the circle was “a gross oversight, which the forementioned philosopher [i.e. Descartes] seems plainly guilty of.”\textsuperscript{59} From a different (because more sceptical position), Thomas Baker reached the same conclusion.\textsuperscript{60} So it is understandable that in more recent times an anti-Cartesian like Peirce should be ready to accuse Descartes of petitio principii in the same sense.\textsuperscript{61}

28. I have mentioned the previous alternatives not because I mean to enter into a detailed discussion of the solutions to the problem, but rather because I would like to conclude the survey of the Cartesian map by a general remark on the possibility of solving in principle the Cartesian circle on the basis of its nature as a general problem. The strict relation occurring between \textit{diallelus}, “problem of the criterion” and Cartesian circle suggests that, if we accept, as I think we should, Van Cleve’s interpretation of Chisholm’s article as a more analytic treatment of the same topic, and (although this is more controversial) Chisholm’s conclusion that the problem of the criterion is an inevitable and insoluble quandary in which any epistemology will necessarily be caught, it seems that we should also conclude that the Cartesian circle, in so far as it is a specific case of a more general issue, is equally insoluble. By this I do not mean to say that the Cartesian circle, as a specific issue, may not be solved by maintaining unchallenged certain presuppositions present in the Cartesian system. Van Cleve himself, Anthony Kenny and Bernard Williams, for example, have all proposed interesting solutions to the problem by interpreting it within Descartes’ thought. Nor do I mean to say that the \textit{diallelus} would be the same formidable obstacle for an approach different from the Cartesian combination of “justificationism” and “foundationalism”. Regarding this possibility, for example, it is worth noticing that Ralph Walker\textsuperscript{62} has traced back to Gassendi’s anti-dogmatism, in terms of anti-Cartesianism and anti-foundationalism, contemporary tendencies in epistemology like Quine’s naturalized epistemology which are (or should be, see what Walker says on pp. 331–2) characterized by a non-normative and purely descriptive approach to the investigation of knowledge. Although I would be reluctant to advocate this “descriptive” option – for I agree with the criticisms against it by Barry Stroud and by Chisholm himself, who has retorted the \textit{diallelus} against a descriptive program of research à la Goldman\textsuperscript{63} – philosophers may expect from this approach solutions or perhaps dissolutions of the meta-epistemological problem. What I mean to say is that, given the fact that Chisholm’s work has been commonly interpreted as the continuation of the Cartesian project for an internal foundation of knowledge, his acceptance of the insolubility of the problem puts into question the whole enterprise of providing a firm, conclusive foundation for a Cartesian-like theory of knowledge in terms of an ultimate, scepticism-proof justification of the
premisses on which that very theory should be based. At least, philosophers
who would like to solve the Cartesian circle (not only for the sake of scholarly
interpretations but also with an eye to the foundationalist project) should
first attempt to solve Chisholm's more analytic version of the "Problem
of the Criterion". For if it is to Descartes' credit that he advanced so far
into the problem of the justification of knowledge as to come to face the
diallelus, it is to Chisholm's credit that he has recognized the serious
difficulties that the diallelus represents for Cartesian "justificationism".

4. THE KANTIAN REGION

29. After Descartes' "internal justificationism", Kant's "transcendentalism"
represents the other principal attempt in modern times to provide a firm
ground for the validity of human knowledge, and it is from the discussion
of Kant's epistemology that we shall start our investigation of the third
region of our map. So let us once more turn to Mercier.

30. Mercier alludes to the problem of the diallelus in Kant's philosophy
on pp. 403-4 of the Criteriology. Within the discussion of the vicious
circularity of the idealistic formulation of the problem of internal certainty,
Mercier hints at the meta-epistemological problem by remarking, with
respect to the possibility of a pure investigation of the conditions which
make knowledge possible, that: "[...] it is virtually impossible to judge of
the capacities of the intellectual faculty [intelligence] without using it." This
time the charge of vicious circularity is addressed to the project of a critique
of pure reason which would implicitly presuppose the right use of the
"instrument" whose reliability it is supposed to assess. Mercier refers the
reader to paragraphs 23 and 24 of his work, where he had originally discussed
Descartes' "foundationalism". However, it is preferable to enter the new
issue by tracing the origin of Mercier's anti-transcendental objection to
its Hegelian roots, for this will lead us to the contemporary, renewed interest
in the meta-epistemological problem under the name of "Fries' trilemma".

F. Reinhold's Elementarphilosophie

31. One of Kant's principal aims in the first Critique was to examine the
conditions which make human knowledge possible, in order to determine
the limits within which the latter could be expected to extend as reliable,
cumulative and therefore scientific. Unlike Descartes, however, Kant was
urged to pursue such an investigation not so much by a straightforward,
foundationalist project, and therefore by a deep concern for the sceptical
challenge, as by his interest in the status of metaphysical claims and religious
beliefs. As a consequence of this different orientation, in the Critique Kant's
faith in sciences like physics and mathematics appears never to be shaken.
Such disciplines represent the standards of what may count as scientific
knowledge and whilst their epistemic possibility may be in need of an explanation, their epistemological validity remains unquestioned. They provide the basis on which other possible instances of knowledge are to be assessed. The question addressed by the Critique is how knowledge is possible; that we know is taken as a fact.

32. Given his limited concern with scepticism, Kant had not dwelt on the following questions: What type of knowledge was to be found in the Critique itself (was it metaphysical or empirical or transcendental or of some other type?), whether that type of knowledge was in need of a justification, and if so, whether and how it could be justified without incurring a vicious circle. The discussion of such issues, however, was urged on Kant himself and then on the Kantian school almost immediately, and ended with the formulation of Fries’ famous trilemma. The crisis was opened “internally” by an admirer of Kant’s criticism, Karl Leonard Reinhold, and brought to its disruptive maturity by Hegel.

33. In 1791, only four years after the publication of the second version of the Critique, Reinhold had already presented a lucid analysis of the “foundationalist” problem which was threatening the Critique. The foundation of the Critique of Pure Reason is neither universal enough (i.e. all-encompassing) nor firm enough to carry the whole philosophical edifice of philosophy. [...] for however true all that the Critique presupposes as established regarding its own groundwork may be (or all that on which it actually erects its edifice), it is equally true that none of it HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED as true. The concepts of the possibility of experience and of the nature and actuality of synthetic a priori judgements, which are laid down in the Critique as the foundation of the edifice of Kantian doctrines, are assumed in this founding function without any proof. [...] Of course, the essential characteristics of these important concepts are unfolded and demonstrated throughout the work, but only on the basis of grounds that presuppose the Kantian foundation of the Critique – hence the reality of concepts at issue (or rather, the unproven assertions, the incomplete principles, in which those concepts are laid down as foundation) is presupposed. The foundation of the Critique can only be proven from the Critique itself through a vicious circle.

34. Reinhold’s criticism turned out to be a case of “friendly fire”. He had raised the foundationalist issue in relation to the premisses of the Critique itself because he meant to defend further the validity of Kant’s approach by providing an Elementarphilosophie which would have established what the Critique was correctly presupposing, namely a theory of representation based on the individuation of a pure fact of consciousness. In fact, the crisis opened by Reinhold could only lead either to a revival of the Cartesian project for the individuation of the self-evident, i.e. for the identification of an extension of knowledge which could justify the rest of the edifice without requiring further foundation (as this was clearly realized by the neo-Kantian Leonard Nelson years later) or to the idealist attempt to get rid of the foundationalist program in terms of “justificationism”. It
was the latter that in a short time prevailed as the leading “program of research”. Like the critics of Descartes, Reinhold too had to admit that, if the issue of the justification were to be pursued to its extremes, the appeal to a pure fact of consciousness would also incur a petitio principii. He had to recognize that, once the nature of the sceptical challenge was transformed into a source of logically possible objections, his fact of consciousness (i.e. his fundamental proposition “in consciousness the representation is distinct from both subject and object, and refers to both”) could not provide a solution any less circular than the Cartesian “ego cogito”. Philosophers of the time had already been forcefully reminded of this in Humean terms by Gottlob Ernst Schulze in his Aenesidemus.

35. Because of his failure, Reinhold participated in impressing an “internalist” shift to the post-Kantian philosophy: if it was not possible to provide a conclusive, Cartesian-like justification to human knowledge, the alternative left open was the idealistic one of the absolute foundation of knowledge on the noetic activity of the transcendental subject. In the Science of Knowledge, Fichte was led by Reinhold’s objection to the Critique to accept both the requirement for a final, internal foundation of the Kantian system and the inevitability of the circularity of the foundation of a theory of knowledge. All he could do was to try to transform it into a virtuous circle of a (transcendentally) subjective self-foundation of knowledge.

G. Hegel’s “Scholasticus’ Absurd Resolution”

36. With Fichte the attack on the justification of the Critique developed its ultimate consequences within the Kantian coordinates. If Fichte could still consider himself a follower of Kant, no matter how rebellious, Hegel adopted the strategy of the objection of the vicious circle as one of the principal tools to unhinge Kant’s criticism, dispose of its epistemo-ontological dualism and the consequent limits of reason, and vindicate the systematic and constructive speculation of the latter. With Hegel the stress on the crisis of the foundation became part of the larger, external attack moved to Kant’s transcendental idealism by its rival philosophy, absolute idealism.

37. Unlike Descartes and Kant, Hegel approached the problem of knowledge more in terms of a descriptive explanation than in terms of a normative justification. For Hegel the justificatory function of the descriptive explanation was to be detected in the articulated exhaustivens of the complete system. However, in line with the Cartesian tradition, Hegel did not share Kant’s limited conception of scepticism. This is clear since, in ‘On the Relationship of Scepticism with Philosophy’, an early review of Schulze’s Kritik der theoretischen Philosophie written in 1802, he discusses the Aenesidemus at length. Hegel interprets ancient scepticism, in its more positive
form, as the driving force of theoretical investigation. It is in this early work that we find the roots of the revival of the meta-epistemological problem within the German tradition.

38. Like Gassendi with respect to Descartes, Hegel moves his anti-foundationalist criticism about Kant's *Critique* according to the classic dichotomy "scepticism vs. dogmatism". While discussing Schulze's *Aenesidemus*, Hegel assimilates the new Scepticism to the Kantian "intellectualist" system (pp. 340–1). They are both manifestations of the philosophy of finitude, which rely especially on *physics* and *mathematics* as the typical sciences in which dichotomies and oppositions are unresolvable (p. 336). Both philosophies dissect the rational, in which being and thinking are one, into a dualist opposition of being and thought, which they then maintain steadily fixed and radically irresolvable (p. 339). As "intellectualist" philosophies both Kant's criticism and Schulze's scepticism are forms of dogmatism which can be dislodged by the dialogical questioning of the old scepticism. In particular, Hegel is convinced that "there are no better weapons against dogmatism on finite basis" (p. 335) than Agrippa's second and fourth tropes and especially the *diallelus*. According to Hegel the *diallelus* shows that, as long as there is an irreducible relation-dichotomy between finite and infinite, thought and being, absolute and limited, there is also the meta-epistemological problem of the circularity of the foundation of a philosophy of knowledge.

39. Of the various places in which Hegel reiterates his attack on Kant's criticism, the *Phenomenology of Spirit* and the *Encyclopaedia of the Philosophical Sciences* are the most interesting for our purpose. In the former, Hegel further develops his critique of Kant by objecting to his dualist conception of knowledge as an instrument whereby or a medium through which we apprehend the world. Hegel is polemical against a vision of knowledge as a fixed relation between knower and known, and the reference to the two analogies emphasises the connection between Hegel's position and the sceptical discussion of the instrumentalist conception of the criterion. In the latter work, Hegel refers explicitly to Reinhold's criticism seen in [33], and combines it to the problem of the instrumental vision of knowledge and to that of the justification of a theory of knowledge: "[...] the examination of knowledge can only be carried out by an act of knowledge. To examine this so-called instrument is the same thing as to know it. But to seek to know before we know [i.e. the Kantian project] is as absurd as the wise resolution of Scholasticus, not to venture into the water until he had learned to swim." By means of this metaphor, which was to become an anti-Kantian slogan, Hegel meant to summarize the various problems faced by Kant's *Critique*: dualism, instrumentalism, dogmatism and, most important of all for our present interest, the intrinsic threat of a fundamental *petitio principii*. This is what was behind Mercier's
apparently casual remark about the impossibility of assessing the reliability of the intellectual faculty without using it. However, it was not for Hegel to re-formulate the meta-epistemological problem in its more analytic form. The task was left to the Kantian party which was to answer the challenge.

H. Fries' Trilemma

40. In 1807, the same year in which Hegel's *Phenomenology* appeared, Jakob Friedrich Fries published his *Neue Kritik der Vernunft*. One of the aims of the work was to provide what has come to be described by Popper as a "psychologistic solution" to the foundationalist problem raised by Reinhold about the *Critique*.\(^77\) The problem faced by Fries can be summarized in terms of a trilemma: the premisses of a theory of knowledge can either be dogmatically assumed, or be justified by an endless chain of statements, or be anchored to a psychological basis which is at the same time justificatory but not in need of a justification. The meta-epistemological problem was acquiring once again a central place in the history of epistemology, although the fundamental, circular nature of the problem was being left implicit.

41. Because of the deep contrast between Fries and Hegel and the force of the Idealist movement altogether, Fries' restatement of the meta-epistemological problem might not have outlived the idealistic epoch nor influenced the following German tradition if it had not been for a "Fries-Renaissance", which occurred during the first two decades of this century. Among the authors of this revival of Fries' studies there was Fries' pupil, Leonard Nelson. Deeply influenced by Fries' discussion of the meta-epistemological problem, Nelson was led to object to the entire project of an epistemology in the Cartesian, anti-sceptical and justificatory sense, in favour of a more descriptive and "psychologistic" approach.\(^78\) Despite his negative attitude, however, he greatly contributed to the arousal once again of the interest among philosophers in the foundationalist issue. Moriz Schlick, for example, dedicated a number of pages of his *General Theory of Knowledge*\(^79\) to the critical discussion of the question relating it to Nelson's position. Referring to Bergson, Kant, Brentano, Husserl and Nelson he maintained that "anyone who holds that the Cartesian thesis [i.e. direct perception of a fact of consciousness] constitutes knowledge will inevitably be drawn into a similar circle" (p. 86). But the more important and far-reaching effect of the revival of Fries' discussion of the foundationalist issue was that Karl Popper in *The Logic of Scientific Discovery*\(^80\) came to discuss the problem of the nature of basic statements in scientific theory under the wider problem which he labelled "Fries' trilemma".

42. Popper had been introduced to Fries' work by Julius Kraft who was a distant relative of his and one of Nelson's pupils (he later became the
editor of Nelson's works). Although he had already reached a similar formulation of the metatheoretical problem independently of Fries, in the *Logic* he decided to call it "Fries' trilemma" in order to credit his predecessor. The problem was that

[...] if the statements of science are not to be accepted dogmatically, we must be able to justify them. If we demand justification by reasoned argument, in the logical sense, then we are committed to the view that statements can be justified only by statements. The demand that all statements are to be logically justified (described by Fries as a "predilection for proofs") is therefore bound to lead to an infinite regress. Now, if we wish to avoid the danger of dogmatism as well as an infinite regress, then it seems as if we could only have recourse to *psychologism*, i.e. the doctrine that statements can be justified not only by statements but also by perceptual experience. Faced with this *trilemma* - dogmatism vs. infinite regress vs. psychologism - Fries, and with him almost all epistemologists who wished to account for our empirical knowledge, opted for psychologism (p. 94).

43. The importance of Popper's re-formulation of the problem and of his "dynamic solution" (there is no need to consider the infinite regress as negative, for we simply leave the presuppositions of a specific science open to the possibility of further testing) could not be over-emphasized. While representing the source of some of the most important recent works on the foundationalist problem within the German tradition, it has been the origin of a deep modification in the interpretation of the meta-epistemological problem. In Fries the question of the justification of the premisses of an epistemology was still to be understood in *Kantian terms*, that is as a problem for a theory of knowledge which in its turn aims at the transcendental foundation of human knowledge tout court. From Popper onwards, philosophers have been more inclined to understand the meta-epistemological problem as a problem concerning the foundation of knowledge, in particular scientific knowledge or specific sciences, and no longer the justification of a theory of knowledge in general. The different interpretation of the nature of the problem can be connected to the ampler crisis undergone by epistemology as a philosophy of knowledge in search of an absolute foundation, a crisis which has also been favoured by the difficulty in finding a satisfactory solution to the foundationalist problem and which has turned the attention of the epistemologists to more specific issues concerning the philosophy of science. By framing the discussion of the nature of basic statements within the context of "Fries' trilemma" Popper modified the original features of the issue and embodied, but at the same time also actively participated in the epistemological turn we are still witnessing. Three philosophers who have been influenced by Popper's approach, Imre Lakatos, Hans Albert and Karl Otto Apel, give us a clear picture of this new approach.

44. Following the Aristotelian tradition, Lakatos has interpreted the meta-epistemological problem in terms of infinite regress. He has inserted its discussion within the context of the debate between the inductive or deductive
foundation of mathematics. In Lakatos the foundationalist problem ends by referring to a classic problem of philosophy of mathematics which may have no connection with the sceptical and epistemological origin of the issue.

45. Albert’s interpretation of his “Münchhausen’s trilemma” is probably the most evident example of the shift undergone by the meta-epistemological problem. According to Albert the central problem in epistemology is the problem of the foundation of knowledge (“how knowledge is grounded”, p. 12), but solutions which attempt to provide a justification of knowledge are bound to face the following trilemma: in order to justify a statement one must choose between an infinite regress, a logical circle or the breaking-off of the process by means of an appeal to allegedly self-justifying premisses which support, but do not need to be justified by, other elements of the theory. The formulation of the trilemma leaves no doubts about its historical origins and it has the great merit of re-introducing the alternative of the petitio principii as at least one, if not the most important, aspect of the problem. It is worth noticing that from Fries onwards the Kantian tradition had tended to disregard this aspect, possibly for anti-idealist reasons, given that the idealist program could be interpreted as an original appreciation of the circularly-systematic justification of knowledge. Unfortunately, the new context (justification vs. critical examination of specific instances of knowledge), and the Aristotelian perspective does not allow Albert to interpret his “Münchhausen’s trilemma” as a problem for the justification of the premisses of a theory of knowledge – that is as a problem which would affect Fries’ “principle of self-confidence of reason” as well as his own falsificationist “principle of critical examination” – but only as a difficulty of the basis for our knowledge.

46. Such a “lowering” of the theoretical level at which the meta-epistemological problem is supposed to take place may also encouraged a step back to a slightly Kantian approach which supposes that sciences are in need of a transcendental grounding-explanation, not of a justificatory, Cartesian-like epistemology. Of course, in this case the radical, sceptical challenge is left implicit or thoroughly disregarded, and replaced once again by the Aristotelian problem of the justification of first axioms. This seems to be the path followed by Karl Otto Apel, a philosopher who has implicitly defended, in his “The problem of Philosophical Fundamental-Grounding in Light of a Transcendental Pragmatic of Language”, a Kantian-like position by proposing a linguistico-transcendental approach to the meta-theoretical (yet not “meta-epistemological” in the technical sense adopted so far) problem.
5. CONCLUSION

47. The history of the formulations of the meta-epistemological problem ends with the reference to these contemporary authors. The reconstruction has led us through the history of epistemology and it is time to draw a conclusion on the phenomenology of the formulations of the meta-epistemological question. What I shall say refers only to prevailing traits which characterize each area of the “map”.

48. Some features which have repeatedly occurred are the analogical interpretation of knowledge as an instrument or medium and the use of several dichotomies: “dogmatism vs. scepticism (or criticism)” – a dichotomy which nowadays is obviously potentially misleading – “phenomenological descriptivism vs. foundationalist justificationism” and finally “deductive vs. inductive justification”. Philosophers have been ready to adopt them in order to classify their own and others’ positions. Especially the latter, encountered in the “Popperian area” of the “Kantian map” throws light on the more methodologically-orientated interpretation of the issue within the German tradition, which is probably due to the Kantian origins of the formulation of the problem. A philosopher as theoretically “German” as Collingwood, for example, was as ready as Lakatos or as Apel to frame the meta-epistemological question within the problem of the nature of inductive and deductive processes (although, contrary to the latter, he had an understandable inclination to appreciate the circular feature of the problem and to see in it its own solution, reinforcing in this way the hypothesis that the disappearance of the petitio principii as the principal problem of the foundationalist program in the presentation of the issue given within the Kantian school may have had an anti-idealistic origin). This also explains the major interest of the Kantian tradition in the Aristotelian, logical origin of the foundationalist issue and the fact that the “neighbouring map” would certainly be represented by that, geographically Anglo-Continental, of the Wittgensteinian (especially the Wittgenstein of On Certainty) and anti-Cartesian tradition, which focuses on the linguistic, i.e. semantic, pragmatic and communicative, conditions or criteria which make it possible to speak of instances of knowledge and meaningful doubts. We would expect that the German-Kantian tradition could present a more evidently metatheoretical interpretation of the foundationalist problem. We have seen that this was still the case until Nelson. Lately, the crisis of epistemology, the subsequent epistemological turn which has favoured studies focusing more narrowly on the philosophy of science, the reference to the Aristotelian, logical roots of the problem and hence the interpretation of the problem as consisting essentially in a regressus ad infinitum are all factors which have contributed to ranking the interpretation of “Münchhausen’s trilemma” at a logical level lower than that of the diallelus. The foundationalist issue and the incapacity of a theory of
knowledge to find a solution to it have prompted philosophers to abandon wide, all-encompassing epistemological projects and to focus, in terms of philosophy of science, on discussion of the foundation of knowledge at the logically lower level of specific instances or types of knowledge.

49. On the Cartesian side of the map, we have seen that philosophers tend to show a major interest in an "extensionalist" approach: they are inclined to privilege the search for an unshakeable extension of knowledge. Thus the Cartesian map is more strictly connected to the other, more eminently American map, of the "problem of the given" (it may not be pure chance that studies in the philosophy of knowledge are still pursued mainly in American universities with a strongly neo-rationalistic orientation), and is more interested in the sceptical origin of the issue and presents a more evident, meta-epistemological interpretation of the problem. Less shaken by the crisis of epistemology than the Kantian tradition, the Cartesian one tends to disregard a methodological solution of the problem, e. g. in the sense of a transcendental approach, and to carry on investigations into the possibility of a theory of knowledge which are largely in agreement with a modern, out-moded outlook, despite the impressive technical apparatus provided by recent developments in formal logic and conceptual analysis.

50. If I have been able to provide a satisfactory, general history of the problem, a task left to future research would be that of providing a phenomenology of the attempted solutions of the problem. For the moment, I shall conclude this article with a quotation from Jonathan Barnes. Speaking of Agrippa's five tropes he has said that: "[...] these forms and structure [...] have had a unique influence on the subsequent history of sceptical enquiry, and hence, more generally, on the history of epistemology or the enquiry into the nature and scope of human knowledge: the Agrippan forms lie at the heart of the western philosophical tradition." 92 I hope I have shown how much truth there is in this statement. 93
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